
1ere Summer Research Project : Anglais, monde contemporain 

Welcome to Spécialité Anglais Monde Contemporain, future Premiere students! 

Over the summer, you’ll be researching a topic of your choice and finding three 

documents to support your thesis question, in order to prepare for a graded 

presentation in September. The course is divided into overarching ‘thématique’, 

within which are several ‘axe’. For your research project, you’ll be focussing axe 

d’étude ‘Sciences et techniques, promesses et défis’. 

Research Project objectives :  

1. For your research project, you need to choose ONE topic that falls into the 

axe d’étude ‘Sciences et techniques, promesses et défis’. This topic can be 

anything from gene editing, cybersecurity, GMOs, or Artificial Intelligence. 

Choose a topic you find interesting and has a lot of content for you to choose 

from on the internet.  

2. Once you’ve chosen your topic, i.e. advancements in robotic technology, write 

a thesis question in order to help you explore your topic, focussing on 

potential opportunities and challenges, for example ‘How will 

advancements in robotic technologies change the workplace for workers?’ 

3. Now that you have your thesis question, find three documents to use as 

evidence to explore your thesis question (you’ll find below an example of what 

kind of documents would support the example thesis question on robotics). 

These must be:  

a. One newspaper article (from an anglophone source – don’t translate 

documents originally in French into English) 

b. One image – this can be a political cartoon, photo, ect. that links to your 

thesis question  

c. One graph – this needs to be a graph displaying statistics that relate to 

your thesis question which can be in the form of a bar chart, line graph, 

pie chart, ect.  

4. Make sure the source (where you found your document) in clearly recorded.  

5. PRINT OUT your three documents and bring to your first class – during your 

first lesson in Premiere we’ll be discussing the upcoming graded presentation. 

You’ll need your THREE documents with you in class in order to prepare 

fully during the lesson.  

 

We look forward to seeing you all in September! If you have any questions or 

concerns over the summer holiday regarding the research project, feel free to 

send an email to Mrs. Burgess-Wilson at cburgesswilson@gmail.com 

 

mailto:cburgesswilson@gmail.com


EXAMPLE OF RESEARCH CHOICE, QUESTION AND THREE DOCUMENTS 
 

➢ Topic choice : Advancements in robotic technology 

 

➢ Thesis Question : How will advancements in robotic technologies change the workplace 

for workers? 

 

Document ONE : Newspaper Article 

Source : https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/jan/11/robots-jobs-employees-artificial-intelligence 

Robots will destroy our jobs – and we're not ready for it 

The McDonald’s on the corner of Third Avenue and 58th Street in New York City 
doesn’t look all that different from any of the fast-food chain’s other locations across the 
country. Inside, however, hungry patrons are welcomed not by a cashier waiting to take 
their order, but by a “Create Your Taste” kiosk – an automated touch-screen system 
that allows customers to create their own burgers without interacting with another 
human being…….. (full article not included in example) 

Document TWO : Image 

Source : https://www.latimes.com/opinion/topoftheticket/la-na-tt-robots-jobs-20170330-story.html 

 

 

 

Document THREE : Graph  

Source : https://revealnews.org/article/how-amazon-hid-its-

safety-crisis/ 

Serious injury rates at Amazon’s DuPont warehouse 

Last year, its workers experienced the highest injury rates of any 

Amazon fulfillment center in the country: 22 serious injuries for 

every 100 workers. “If you’ve got robots that are moving product 

faster and workers have to then lift or move those products 

faster, there’ll be increased injuries,” 
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